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Abstract
In this article, we demonstrate an experimental underwater
wireless optical communication (UWOC) system in the pres-
ence of air bubbles and weak turbulence for varying turbidity
levels of the aquatic optical medium. The major limiting fac-
tors of the UWOC system are: absorption, scattering, and
beam fluctuations; these effects can be mitigated by
employing transmitter/receiver diversity schemes and channel
codes. In this proposed system, we have employed receiver
diversity (selection combining (SC), majority logic combin-
ing (MLC), and equal gain combining (EGC)) techniques
augmented with Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH)
codes to improve the performance of on-off keying modu-
lated UWOC system. The bit error rate (BER) expressions
are derived for the proposed system and results are validated
using analytic and experimental means. The results show that
the proposed system, that is, the receiver employing SC,
MLC, and EGC receiver combining techniques augmented
with the BCH code provides a transmit power gain of 4, 6,
and 8 dB respectively, when compared with the uncoded
single-input single-output system, at a BER of 10−5.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Optical communication provides high data transfer rates,
with no requirement for procurement of expensive band-
width spectrum which is an essential requirement in the case
of wireless communication. This advantage of optical com-
munication has motivated researchers to devote their ener-
gies to the design and development of high-speed and
reliable optical communication links. A lot of work has gone
into investigating the deployment of underwater wireless opti-
cal communication (UWOC) systems for realising high-speed
short-distance communication links for strategic and commer-
cial applications. The underwater optical channel is different
from the free-space optical channel. It presents higher attenua-
tion to the propagating wave compared with the free-space
channel. This is brought about by scattering and absorption of
the optical signal in the water medium. Scattering deviates the
path of the transmitted optical signal and absorption in the
medium reduces the photon count, which in turn leads to a
reduction in the intensity of received light at the receiver. A
study of literature reveals that the optical wavelengths in the
range of 450 to 530 nm are minimally affected by absorption
and scattering.1-3 In addition to absorption and scattering,
beam fluctuation is one of the major limiting factors of the
UWOC system. Beam fluctuations arise due to the turbu-
lence and air bubbles present in the underwater
medium.4,5 In References 6 and 7, the authors have stud-
ied the analytical bit error rate (BER) performance of the
on-off keying (OOK) modulated multiple-input multiple-output
UWOC systems. In Reference 8, the authors mitigated the
effect of underwater turbulence and improved the performance
of UWOC systems using Reed-Solomon and low-density
parity-check codes.

This article describes the performance of optical commu-
nication link operating through seawater with different tur-
bidity levels contained in a tank having a volume of
5 × 0.5 × 0.5 m3 at a transmission speed of 1 Mbps in the
presence of turbulence and air bubbles. To the best of
author’s knowledge in literature, researchers have addressed
and mitigated only the effects of underwater turbulence
using simulation and analytical methods. In this article, the
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first time we have addressed the effects of underwater turbu-
lence, air bubbles, and beam attenuation for varying turbidity
levels and mitigated these effects using receiver diversity
techniques and error-correcting code using experimental setup
with the results being validated with analytical approach.
The proposed Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) code
augmented with diversity reception combining techniques
enhances the UWOC system performance in the presence
of turbulence and beam attenuation.

The remaining part of this article is organized as follows,
Section 2 describes the system model, Section 3 is devoted
to the description of the experimental setup and statistical
distribution of received irradiance, Section 4 describes the
process of BCH encoding and decoding, Section 5 provides
information about the analytic models used to describe
lightwave propagation in seawater, Section 6 is devoted to a
discussion of experimental and analytical results followed
by conclusion in Section 7.

2 | SYSTEM MODEL

The information bits of the data source is OOK modulated
with a LED source of 470 nm wavelength. Turbulence in the
water medium is generated by blowing of air bubbles. At the
receiver, photo-diode (PD) followed by a suitable trans-
impedance circuit, converts the variations in light intensity
into electrical voltages. Figure 1 is a block diagram of a
UWOC system employing receiver diversity combining with
BCH coding, where L is the length of the underwater chan-
nel, s represents the transmitted binary data, and c is BCH
encoded bit sequence, respectively. This data is input to the
LED driver circuit which drives the source LED using OOK,
D1, D2, …, DM are M independent and identical PDs. A
distance of 5 cm is maintained between any of two PDs in
the receiver diversity combining, Y1, Y2, …, YM are the
responses from D1, D2, …, DM, respectively, and
Y represents the response after suitable diversity combining
of the outputs of the M PDs, ĉ and ŝ represents the recovered
decoded data and estimated bitstreams, respectively.

At the transmitter side, binary “1” is represented by a opti-
cal pulse of transmit power Pt and binary “0” is represented by
absence of pulse (zero transmit power), respectively, for Tb sec
duration. The data received at the ith PD is represented by,

Yi = ηi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PtTb

p
ΥIi + ni, 1≤ i≤M ð1Þ

where Υ ∈ {0, 1} represents the information bitstream, s for
uncoded and c for BCH coded UWOC system, Pt is the
transmit power of LED source, Tb is bit duration, Ii, ηi, and
ni are ith channel received irradiance, PD’s responsivity and
additive Gaussian noise with zero mean and σ2 variance, respec-
tively. Sources of noise are thermal noise, shot noise and back-
ground noise, corresponding noise source can be calculated
as,9,10 σ2 = σ2th + σ2ss + σ2bg , where variance due to thermal

noise, shot noise, and background noise are,
σ2th = 4KbTeB=RL, σ2ss = 2qηIdB and σ2bg = 2qηPBGB , respec-

tively, Kb = 1.38 × 10−23 J/K is the Boltzmann’s constant,
Te = 256 is absolute receiver temperature in Kelvin, B = 2/Tb
is electronicbandwidth,bitdurationTb=1 μs, q=1.6 × 10−19

C is the charge of an electron, η = 0.15 A/W is the PD res-
ponsivity, Id = 1 nA is dark current of the PD, and PBG = 0.1
nW is the received background noise power.11 The noise
variance due to thermal, shot and background noise calcu-
lated by substituting these values in corresponding noise
variance equations. From the obtained values, it is clear that
the variance of thermal noise (σ2th = 5:6× 10−16 ) is approxi-
mately six orders of magnitude higher than the variance of
shot noise (σ2ss = 6:4× 10−22 ) and approximately seven
orders of magnitude greater than background noise variance
(σ2bg = 9:6× 10−24≈1× 10−23). Hence thermal noise is the

dominant noise source. This is modelled by the Gaussian
distribution.

3 | EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, the major components (LED, PD, and under-
water channel) involved in the UWOC system and the
details of experimental setup for implementing various
receiver diversity techniques are presented.

3.1 | LED

A blue LED of 470 nm central wavelength LXML − PB01
− 0040 is employed to transmit optical data through the
underwater medium. The maximum optical power that can
be delivered by this LED source is 500 mW.12

3.2 | Photo-diode

Silicon PD FDS 100 is employed at the receiver to detect
the transmitted optical data. Figure 2 shows the receiver cir-
cuit diagram. The power supply voltage undergoes low pass
filtering prior to being applied to the PD.11 This low pass

FIGURE 1 Block diagram of receiver diversity combining UWOC
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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filter is constructed using the resistor-capacitor pair, R1, C1.
It is used to protect the PD from the sudden changes in the
bias voltage. The response of PD is given to load resistance
(RL), which converts incident optical energy into equivalent
voltage levels (data reconstruction). We have chosen R1

equal to 1 KΩ, C1 equal to 0.1 μF, which yields a low pass
filter cut-off frequency of 1.6 kHz, the bias voltage is cho-
sen to be 15 V, and load resistance RL = 50 Ω.

3.3 | Underwater channel

Seawater is a mixture of water with various chemical ele-
ments and materials, which can induce refractive index
variation in the channel. This can cause attenuation
(absorption and scattering) of the propagating optical

beam, which affects the performance of the UWOC sys-
tem. The substances commonly found in seawater are
chlorophyll, dissolved organic and inorganic materials
and sediment. As a result of the presence of these mate-
rials, the medium exhibits turbidity. The measured values
of conductivity, salinity, turbidity, absorption, and scatter-
ing for a seawater sample collected from the Arabian sea
(near NITK Surathkal) have been tabulated in Table 1.
Figure 3 shows the experimental results of the absorption
of light for different wavelength light sources. It is evident
that absorption is minimum at 470 to 530 nm (blue, green)
and 620 to 700 nm (red) wavelengths. This result has been
obtained with the help of the AU 2701 model UV-VIS
double beam spectrophotometer.

In addition to attenuation brought about by absorption
and scattering, underwater turbulence has the potential to
degrade the performance of the UWOC system further. In
our setup, we have made arrangements to create an envi-
ronment to study the effects of these phenomena. To induce
turbulence in a turbid environment, four aerating jets (each
having an airflow rate of 3 l/m) are used to generate differ-
ent sized bubbles. Two wavemakers (an airflow rate of
3.5 l/m) are used to generate waves and weak turbulence.
In general, the river and seawater possess turbidity values
around 5 and 10 nephelometric turbidity unit (NTU),
respectively. So in this article, we have realized the UWOC

TABLE 1 Experimental measurements of seawater

Parameter Turbidity Conductivity Salinity Absorption Scattering

Measured value 8 NTU 22.5 mS/cm 14.28 ppt 0.095m−1 0.3095m−1

Abbreviation: NTU, nephelometric turbidity unit.

FIGURE 2 Receiver circuit diagram

FIGURE 3 Experimental results of absorption with respect to source wavelength
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system for 5 and 10 NTU turbidity levels. Different values
of turbidity are created by the addition of calculated
amounts of insoluble particles (Kaolin powder) to the water
medium. Figure 4 shows the setup of the seawater channel.
The effect of background noise can be minimized using an
optical bandpass filter with a central wavelength of 470 nm
and a band of 35 nm, which passes the information-bearing
signal lying between (470 � 35) nm and eliminates other
wavelength signals. BP 470/35 is the optical bandpass fil-
ter we used.

3.4 | Channel estimation

In order to understand the behavior of the channel, a
sequence of pilot bits are transmitted through the channel of
length 5 m, width 0.5 m, and height 0.5 m at turbidity level
of 10 NTU. The distribution of received optical power at
the receiver is shown in Figure 5. It is observed that there is
a good fit with the log-normal density function. Mean and
variance of the received pilot data are 0.989 and 4.8 × 10−3,
respectively.

FIGURE 4 Experimental setup for the proposed UWOC system, A, front view; B, top view of 5 m link; C, Waves and weak turbulence
generation using wave maker; D and E, Air bubble generation using aerating jets [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 5 Histogram of received data with log-normal fit [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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3.5 | Receiver diversity

Deploying a single LED source to M identical PDs and
responses are suitably combined to enhance the UWOC sys-
tem performance. The use of selection combining (SC),
majority logic combining (MLC), and equal gain combining
(EGC) to provide receiver diversity combining. The responses
of PDs are combined as given in below.

3.5.1 | Selection combining

SC selects maximum received irradiance among all the PD’s
response. Figure 6 shows the receiver of 1 × M SC scheme,
where Y1, Y2, …, YM are PD responses, Y is superior (maxi-
mum) among Y1, Y2, …, YM and estimated data ŝ obtained,
passing the combined response Y to a two level comparator.

3.5.2 | Majority logic combining

Majority logic combining scheme recovers the transmitted
data over the channel based on the majority of the logical
responses of all PDs employed at the receiver. Figure 7
shows the receiver of 1 × M MLC scheme, where mode rep-
resents majority of incoming responses, Y1, Y2, …, YM are
PDs response, ŝ1, ŝ2,…, ŝM are comparators responses and ŝ
is majority of ŝ1, ŝ2,…, ŝM .

3.5.3 | Equal gain combining

In EGC scheme, the combined response is average of

response obtained by M PDs, that is, Y =
PM

i=1
Yi
M . Estimated

data can be obtained by passing the EGC combined data to a
comparator of a suitable threshold. Figure 8 is the receiver
of 1 ×M EGC scheme.

4 | BCH CODES

In underwater channels, optical data can be attenuated
(absorption and scattering) due to the presence of turbid-
ity in the medium.13 Hence, there is a finite probability
that the transmitted data can be distorted and corrupted.
This corruption introduces errors in the data stream. In
order to detect and correct errors introduced by the
medium, a suitable channel code has to be employed.
Based on the experimental observation, the turbid under-
water channel was adding 30% of errors in the transmitted
data stream. So, we have chosen to use the (n = 31, k = 11)
BCH code in this study. BCH codes are powerful t bit
random error-correcting codes over the span of
n = 2m − 1 bit length in the Galois field GF(2m), where
m is any real positive integer (m ≥ 3). The field elements
are represented by 0, 1, α, α2,…, α2

m−2
� �

(where α is a

FIGURE 6 1 × M selection combining [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 7 1 × M majority logic combining [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 8 1 × M equal gain combining [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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primitive element in the field GF(2m)).14,15 These elements
are partitioned into conjugacy classes. Each conjugacy class
has an associated minimal polynomial. The generator poly-
nomial of a BCH code is obtained by determining the least
common multiple of the minimal polynomials associated
with the elements αb, αb+1, …, αb+ δ− 2, where b is an inte-
ger ≥1 and δ is design distance, which equals to 2t+1. The
generator polynomial is computed as,

g xð Þ=LCM Mb xð Þ, Mb+1 xð Þ,…, Mb+ δ−2 xð Þf g ð2Þ
where, Mi(x) represents the minimal polynomial of ith con-
jugacy class. Elements in the same conjugacy class have same
minimal polynomial. The generator polynomial construction
for the BCH code specified by parameters, m = 5, t = 4, and
b = 1 is g(x) = LCM{M1(x), M2(x), M3(x), M4(x), M5(x),
M6(x), M7(x), M8(x)} = M1(x) × M3(x) × M5(x) × M7(x).
Minimal polynomials of various conjugacy classes contained
in the field GF(25) are provided in Table 2. The generator
polynomial obtained by computing the product of minimal
polynomials is,

g xð Þ=1+ x2 + x4 + x6 + x7 + x9 + x10 + x13 + x17 + x18 + x20

ð3Þ
Generator matrix (G11 × 31) is obtained using generator

polynomial g(x). Encoded data is obtained by carrying out
the operation, c1 × 31 = s1 × 11G11 × 31. This BCH encoded
data is modulated with LED and then passed through the
medium. At the receiver, the data is passed through a two-
level comparator with suitably designed thresholds, which
are used to regenerate the data stream. This data may contain
errors introduced by the channel. The Berlekamp-Massey
decoding algorithm is employed to detect and correct errors in
the received bitstream.16,17

5 | ANALYTICAL EVALUATION OF
UWOC SYSTEM

In this section, we present the distribution of UWOC channel
and closed-form analytical BER expressions for SISO link and
1 × M receiver diversity combining schemes with and without
BCH code.

5.1 | Channel model

Based on the experimental results obtained in Section 3.4,
the received irradiance behavior is fit with log-normal den-
sity function, so the log-normal density function is consid-
ered as a turbulence channel model for further analysis and
the amount of attenuation depends on the level of turbidity
in the medium. The received irradiance in the presence of
attenuation and weak turbulence can be characterized as,18

I = IaIt ð4Þ
where, Ia is deterministic path loss constant due to the beam
attenuation and is given as Ia = exp(−(C(λ))L) from
Beer-Lambert’s law, C(λ) is attenuation coefficient,19

L is link-range, and It received irradiance due to turbu-
lence. The received irradiance due to weak underwater tur-
bulence is modeled with log-normal density function,20

which is given as,

f It Itð Þ= 1
2It

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2πσ2X

p exp −
ln Itð Þ−2μXð Þ2

8σ2X

 !
ð5Þ

where, μX and σ2X are mean and variance of Gaussian random
variable X = 1

2ln Itð Þ . The density function of combined tur-
bulence and attenuation effect can be obtained as,

f I Ið Þ= d
dI

I
Ia

� �����
����f It I

Ia

� �

=
1
2I

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2πσ2X

p exp −
ln I=Iað Þ−2μXð Þ2

8σ2X

 ! ð6Þ

From the received pilot data, the mean and variance

are to be  Ið Þ=0:989 and σ2I =4:8× 10−3, respectively,

mathematical equations are  Ið Þ= exp 2μX +2σ2X
� 	

and

σ2I = exp 4σ2X−1
� 	

× exp 4σ2X +4μX
� 	

. Equating these equa-

tions yields μX = − 6.7 × 10−3 and σ2X =1:2× 10−3.

5.2 | BER evaluation

In this subsection, the closed-form analytic BER expressions
for SISO and 1 × M SC, MLC, and EGC combining schemes
with and without BCH code have been derived.

5.2.1 | Single input single output

The received OOK modulated data in the presence of turbu-
lent underwater channel is modeled as,

Y = ηI
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PtTb

p
s+ n ð7Þ

The BER of SISO channel with equiprobable input bits
(assuming known log-normal channel) is specified by,

Psiso =
1
2

ð∞
0

X1
i=0

P
ŝ=1− i
s= i, I

� � !
f I Ið ÞdI ð8Þ

TABLE 2 Minimal polynomial of GF(25) for t = 4

Conjugacy class Minimal polynomial

{α, α2, α4, α8, α16} M1(x) = 1 + x2 + x5

{α3, α6, α12, α24, α17} M3(x) = 1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5

{α5, α10, α20, α9, α18} M1(x) = 1 + x + x2 + x4 + x5

{α7, α14, α28, α25, α19} M1(x) = 1 + x + x2 + x3 + x5
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where, P ŝ=1
s=0, I


 �
is the probability of estimated data being

inferred as “1” when transmitted data is “0,” P ŝ=0
s=1, I


 �
is the

probability of estimated data being inferred as “0” when
transmitted data is “1” and fI(I) is log-normal channel den-
sity function. The BER reduces to the form,

Psiso =
ð∞
0
Q rηI

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PtTb

4σ2

r !
f I Ið ÞdI ð9Þ

where, r is code-rate, “1” for uncoded and k/n for (n, k)

coded system and Q zð Þ≜ 1ffiffiffiffi
2π

p
Ð∞
z exp − y2

2


 �
dy. Substituting

I by exp(2x) and then evaluate Equation (9) using Gauss-
Hermite quadrature polynomial as,

Psiso≈
1ffiffiffi
π

p
Xl
i=1

WiQ ζIaexp xi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8σ2X

q
+2μX

� �� �
ð10Þ

where, Wi is weight of ith order approximation and

ζ= rη
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PtTb
4σ2

q
. Psiso is calculated for instantaneous values of x.

5.2.2 | Selection combining

Selection combining selects the maximum irradiance among
all the irradiance of receivers. Received signal using SC is
expressed as,

Y =max Y1, Y2, …, YMf g= η
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PtTb

p
sIsc + n ð11Þ

where Isc= max (I1Ia, I2Ia, …, IMIa). The received signal
is completely dependent on maximum irradiance. BER of
M number of PDs SC with single-source OOK modulated is
expressed as,

Psc =
ð∞
0
f Isc Iscð ÞQ ζIscð ÞdIsc ð12Þ

The probability density function (PDF) of SC scheme
f Isc Iscð Þ is expressed as (refer Appendix A),

f Isc Iscð Þ= M

2Isc
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2πσ2X

p exp −
ln Isc=Iað Þ−2μXð Þ2

8σ2X

 !

1
2
+
1
2
erf

ln Isc=Iað Þ−2μXffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8σ2X

p
 ! !M−1 ð13Þ

where, erf xð Þ≜ 2ffiffi
π

p
Ð x
0 exp − t2ð Þdt. Substituting Equation (13)

in Equation (12) which yields as,

Psc =
Mffiffiffi
π

p
ð∞
0
exp −h2
� 	

Q ζIaexp h
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8σ2X

q
+2μX

� �� �

×
1
2
+
1
2
erf hð Þ

� �M−1

dh

ð14Þ

where, h= ln Isc=Iað Þ−2μXð Þ=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8σ2X

p
. Equation (14) is com-

puted using Gauss-Hermite quadrature polynomial as,

Psc≈
Mffiffiffi
π

p
Xl
i=1

WiQ ζIaexp hi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8σ2X

q
+2μX

� �� �

×
1
2
+
1
2
erf hið Þ

� �M−1
ð15Þ

where Wi and hi are calculated for various values of Isc.

5.2.3 | Majority logic combining

Majority logic combining scheme recovers the transmitted
data over the channel based on the majority of the logical
response. In this scheme, the path between the LED to an
individual PD is modelled like a SISO link. Hence, the final
MLC response is dependent on the responses provided by
the M individual SISO links. The probability of error is
evolved as,

Pmlc =
XM

i= M +1
2b c

M

i

� �
Pi
siso 1−Psisoð ÞM− i ð16Þ

where, b�c is floor operator and Psiso is BER of SISO
obtained from Equation (10).

5.2.4 | Equal gain combining

The average of M identical PD’s responses are combined to
obtain a suitable EGC response. The combined response is

Y = η
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PtTb

p
sIe

M + n , where Ie = IaIsum and Isum =
PM

i=0Ii . The
sum of M independent log-normal random variables having
identical mean and variance is also a log-normally distrib-
uted random variable.21 Hence, Isum = exp(2U) is log-
normal distributed random variable, here U is Gaussian dis-
tribute random variable with mean μU and variance σ2U.

22

The density function is given as,

f Ie Ieð Þ= 1

2Ie
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2πσ2U

p exp −
ln Ie=Iað Þ−2μUð Þ2

8σ2U

 !
ð17Þ

where, the Gaussian mean and variance are

μU = 1
2ln M Ið Þð Þ−σ2U and σ2U = 1

4ln 1+
exp 4σ2Xð Þ−1

M

� �
,

respectively, the detailed derivation is given in Appendix B.
The BER equation of EGC with OOK modulation is

obtained in a similar way of Equation (10) as,

Pegc≈
1ffiffiffi
π

p
Xl
i=1

WiQ
ζIa
M

exp xi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8σ2U

q
+2μU

� �� �
ð18Þ

5.2.5 | BCH code

When decoded code-word is not identical to the transmitted code-
word, a decoding error is said to occur. An upper bound on the
probability of decoding error Pd associated with a (n, k, t)

RAMAVATH ET AL. 7



nonbinary BCH code overGF(2m) with t symbol error-correcting
capability and cross over symbol error probability p is given by,16

Pd ≤
Xn

i= t+1

n

i

� �
pi 1−pð Þn− i ð19Þ

where p represents the binary symmetric channel transition
probability. In our analysis, p corresponds to Psiso in Equa-
tion (10), Psc in Equation (15), Pmlc in Equation (16) and
Pegc in Equation (18) for SISO, SC, MLC, and EGC
schemes with code-rate r= k

n, respectively.

6 | EXPERIMENTAL AND
ANALYTICAL RESULTS

In the proposed UWOC system, the information bit stream
at the transmitter is mapped to BCH encoding process and
then OOK modulated using 470 nm blue light LED (LXML
− PB01 − 0040). The modulated data is propagated through
the turbid water which is created using insoluble particles
and turbulent channel which is generated using underwater

jets and wavemakers. At the receiver side, the optical beam
is detected and information stream is retrieved using multi-
ple PD’s employed with appropriate combining schemes.

In this section, we present analytical and experimental
BER results with respect to transmit power for SISO,
1 × 3 receiver combining (SC, MLC, and EGC) schemes
with and without coding for channels having turbidity
values of 5 and 10 NTU, respectively. The values of attenua-
tion coefficients at λ = 470 nm wavelength determined using
spectrophotometer are C = 0.303 m−1 for 5 NTU and
C = 0.4505 m−1 for 10 NTU turbidity channel.

Figure 9A,B is un-coded experimental and analytical
BER results of 5 and 10 NTU turbidity level turbulent under-
water channels, respectively. Figure 9A shows that a transmit
power gain of more than 1 dB can be obtained by using SC,
3 dB using MLC and 5 dB using EGC over SISO at BER of
10−5. From Figure 9B, it can be inferred that a power gain of
0.3 dB can be obtained by using SC, 3.5 dB using MLC, and
5 dB using EGC over SISO at a BER of 10−5.

Figure 9C,D is (n = 31, k = 11) BCH coded experimen-
tal and analytical BER results at 5 and 10 NTU turbidity

FIGURE 9 1 × M equal gain combining [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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channels, respectively. From Figure 9C, BCH coded SC
scheme can obtain 0.3 dB power gain, BCH coded MLC can
obtain 2 dB power gain and BCH coded EGC can obtain
4.5 dB power gain from BCH coded SISO at BER of 10−5.
Similarly, for 10 NTU turbidity channel more than 3 dB
transmit power gain from MLC to SISO and 4 dB gain from
coded EGC to coded SISO. A transmit power of at least
3 dB gain from to (n = 31, k = 11) BCH coded respective
SISO/receiver diversity scheme. Overall from uncoded SISO
to BCH coded SC, MLC, and EGC can obtain a transmit
power gain of at least 4, 6, and 8 dB for 5 and 10 NTU tur-
bidity channels, respectively.

7 | CONCLUSION

In this article, we have developed closed-form expressions
for the BER of a UWOC system with OOK modulation in
the presence of weak turbulence induced by air bubbles and
beam attenuation for a 5 m link. We have compared these
results with experimental data obtained by setting up an
OOK modulated UWOC system with a 470 nm LED source
working in an environment characterized by turbulence gen-
erated by air bubbles for a 5 m length channel. The experi-
mental BER results in the presence of turbulence-induced air
bubbles at 5 and 10 NTU turbidity levels are evaluated and
plotted. We have also studied the statistical distribution of
received irradiance in an underwater channel filled with sea-
water in the presence of turbidity and turbulence. We have
demonstrated that the experimental results are well approxi-
mated by the log-normal density function. From figures, it
has been shown that at least 8 dB transmit power improve-
ment can be obtained by the use of BCH coded EGC com-
pared with uncoded SISO for both turbidity levels.
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APPENDIX A: PDF OF IM=MAX (I1 , I2 , … , IM )

The cumulative distribution function (CDF) FIm Imð Þ for
independent and identically distributed i. i. d channel (from
Equation 6.7 of Reference 23), is

FIm = FI Imð Þð ÞM ðA1Þ
The PDF takes on the form (Equation 25 of Reference 24),

f Im Imð Þ= d
dIm

FI Imð Þð ÞM

=M FI Imð Þð ÞM−1f I Imð Þ
ðA2Þ

The log-normal CDF is FI Imð Þ= 1
2 +

1
2erf

ln Imð Þ−2μXffiffiffiffiffiffi
8σ2X

p
� �

and PDF fI(Im) is described in Equation (5). Hence, the PDF
of maximum of M received irradiance takes on the form

f Im Imð Þ= M

2Im
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2πσ2X

p exp −
ln Imð Þ−2μXð Þ2

8σ2X

 !

1
2
+
1
2
erf

ln Imð Þ−2μXffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8σ2X

p
 ! !M−1 ðA3Þ

APPENDIX B: MEAN AND VARIANCE OF U FOR

EGC PDF

Let Isum is sum of M independent identical log-normal random
variables (I1, I2, …, IM), then Isum = I1 + I2 + … + IM is
also a log-normal random variable with mean  Isumð Þ=M Ið Þ
and variance σ2Isum =Mσ2I , here σ2I = exp 4σ2X−1

� 	
× exp

4σ2X +4μX
� 	

.25 Isum can be represented in exponential

form as, Isum = exp(2U) then  Isumð Þ= exp 2μU +2σ2U
� 	

and σ2Isum = exp 4σ2U +4μU
� 	

exp 4σ2U
� 	

−1
� 	

. Equating these

equations, yields σ2U = 1
4ln

exp 4σ2Xð Þ−1
M +1

� �
and

μU = 1
2ln M Ið Þð Þ−σ2U .
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